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ABSTRACT For the design of inverter-based OTAs with differential input and single-ended output, the
differential to single-ended (D2S) converter is a key building block. In fact, the performance of the D2S
strongly affects the overall common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) and input common-mode range (ICMR)
of the whole OTA. In recent literature, inverter-based OTAs rely on a D2S topology based on an inverter
driving another inverter with the input and output tight together which behaves as a ‘‘diode’’ connected
device to implement a voltage gain approximately equal to −1. However, since this approach is based
on the matching of the inverters, the performance of this D2S results sensitive to PVT variations if the
bias point of the inverters is not properly stabilized. In this paper we present a novel topology of inverter-
based D2S converter, exploiting an auxiliary, standard-cell-based, error amplifier and a local feedback loop.
The proposed D2S, compared to the conventional one, exhibits higher CMRR, improved ICMR and better
robustness with respect to PVT variations. We present also an ULV, standard-cell-based OTA, which exploits
the proposed D2S converter and shows excellent performance figures of merit with low area footprint.

13 INDEX TERMS Standard-cell, ultra-low-voltage (ULV), inverter-based, fully synthesizable.

I. INTRODUCTION14

The era of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) has paved the way15

to a plenty of new trends in electronic and communication16

fields, strongly motivating the whole researchers’ community17

to rethink the way in which electronic circuits are designed18

[1], [2]. The stringent requirements imposed by portable and19

wearable devices have driven integrated circuits designers20

to speed up the design time and to drastically reduce the21

area usage to cut costs [2]. Furthermore, due to the fact that22

many IoT circuits require energy harvested architectures [1],23

[2], the design of Ultra-Low-Voltage (ULV) analog building24

blocks suitable to operate with supply voltages as low as 0.3V,25

is becoming more and more attractive.26

The Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) is27

surely one of the most useful analog building blocks in elec-28

tronic apparatuses, and stands out for its application in several29

analog circuits such as filters, comparators, analog to digital30

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Tae Wook Kim .

converters (ADCs), digital to analog converters (DACs), low 31

dropout regulators (LDOs), and so on. 32

In this ultra-constrained scenario several high performance 33

OTAs which exploit body-driven gate-biased architectures 34

have been presented in the recent literature [3], [4], [5]. 35

In detail, the usage of the body-driven approach has resulted 36

in a plenty of topologies which exhibit state-of-the-art perfor- 37

mances, both in terms of small signal and large signal figures 38

of merit, and good robustness with respect to process, supply 39

voltage and temperature (PVT) variations [3], [6], [7]. How- 40

ever, such OTAs have to be designed and routed manually 41

and very often result in huge area occupation, due to the fact 42

that separate wells are mandatory to implement body-driven 43

architectures. 44

On the other hand, several inverter-based OTAs have been 45

proposed in the literature. The Nauta transconductor has been 46

presented for the first time in 1992 [8] and it has been recently 47

exploited in [9] and [10] to implement fully differential OTAs 48

for high speed applications. However, it has to be noted that 49

most of the inverter-based implementations available in the 50
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literature, require custom-defined inverters to reach rea-51

sonable performance under PVT and mismatch variations.52

Custom inverters allow degrees of freedom which are53

not guaranteed for inverter gates taken from standard-cell54

libraries. In fact, it is very difficult to control the bias point55

of standard-cell inverters and, as a result, the bandwidth,56

the power consumption and the phase margin of standard-57

cell-based OTAs, compared with other not fully standard-cell58

based architectures, exhibit a greater sensitivity to PVT varia-59

tions [11]. In order to address these issues, several techniques60

to properly set node voltages have been proposed [7], and61

in some cases an improvement in terms of robustness with62

respect to PVT variations has been observed [11]. Another63

advantage of custom-defined inverters is that their body ter-64

minals are accessible and can be used to implement body-bias65

strategies which allow to enhance the robustness of such66

OTAs with respect to PVT variations. A further advantage67

is that custom inverters can be optimized to center the design68

point at a given power supply voltage and bias current. How-69

ever, it has to be noted that the area of custom inverters is70

typically much larger than the area of inverter gates taken71

from standard-cell libraries whose area footprint is strongly72

optimized by IC manufacturers.73

With the aim of speeding up the design time and to74

drastically reduce the area usage of analog building blocks,75

researchers have recently focused on optimizing and refining76

novel layout strategies, searching for a way to automate the77

design flow of analog blocks by using some features, such78

as the automatic place and route strategies for standard-cell-79

based circuits, typically adopted in the digital design flow to80

implement fully-synthesizable comparators [12], [13], [14],81

[15], ADCs [16], [17], [18], [19], DACs [20], LDOs [21],82

[22], [23] and OTAs [2], [24], [25], [26], [27].83

Recently the digital (DIG) OTA, proposed in [28] has been84

introduced as a novel approach to design OTAs with mini-85

mum area and power consumption. In [25] a standard-cell86

implementation of the digital OTA suitable for automatic87

place and route has been proposed showing state-of-the-art88

performance both in terms of area consumption and figures89

of merit (FOMs). Though its promising performance, as out-90

lined by authors, DIG-OTAs result sensitive to PVT and mis-91

match variations and often require some sort of calibration or92

supply-voltage-adjusting to work properly [25].93

In the same context, other approaches exploit digital94

standard-cells to mimic the behaviour of analog circuits.95

In fact, the most common practice to design standard-cell-96

based analog functions is to exploit the inverter gate, taken97

from a standard-cell library, as a basic analog amplifier.98

Focusing on the inverter-based implementation of OTAs99

with differential input and single-ended output, the dif-100

ferential to single-ended (D2S) converter plays a main101

role [3], [11], [29]; indeed its performance directly affects102

the overall common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) and input103

common-mode range (ICMR) of the whole OTA. In recent104

literature [29], [30], inverter-based OTAs rely on a D2S topol-105

ogy based on an inverter driving another inverter with the106

input and output tight together which behaves as a ‘‘diode’’ 107

connected device to implement a voltage gain approximately 108

equal to −1. However, since this approach is based on the 109

matching of the inverters, the performance of this D2S results 110

sensitive to PVT variations if the bias point of the inverters 111

is not properly stabilized. To overcome this issue, in [29] a 112

body-bias strategy to set the static output voltage and the bias 113

current of inverters has been proposed; however this approach 114

requires ad-hoc circuits whose supply voltage is larger than 115

the one of the ULV OTA. Recently a similar replica-bias 116

approach to set the output static voltage of the basic amplifier 117

cells has been presented in [31]. 118

In this work we propose a novel topology of inverter- 119

based D2S converter which exploits a local feedback to 120

achieve higher CMRR and better robustness with respect 121

to the previously published inverter-based D2S. An ULV 122

standard-cell-based OTA which exploits the proposed D2S is 123

also presented, showing outstanding performance in terms of 124

performance figures of merit with limited area footprint. 125

In the following, section II reviews the previously pub- 126

lished inverter-based D2S converter and presents for the 127

first time a detailed analysis of its performances. The novel, 128

improved, inverter-based, D2S converter is introduced and 129

analyzed in section III. The design of an ULV, standard- 130

cell-based OTA exploiting the novel D2S converter is pre- 131

sented in section IV, and simulation results are discussed in 132

section V. Finally, a comparison against the state of the art of 133

ULVOTAs, and some conclusions are reported in sections VI 134

and VII respectively. 135

II. REVIEW OF THE CONVENTIONAL INVERTER-BASED 136

D2S CONVERTER 137

In the context of analog design, the differential to 138

single-ended conversion is usually carried out in the first 139

stage of the OTA by means of the well known differential pair 140

with current mirror active load. The same kind of differential 141

to single-ended conversion is needed also in inverter-based 142

or standard-cell-based OTAs exhibiting a differential input 143

and a single-ended output. In recent research works dealing 144

with inverter-based analog circuits such as [6], [7], [11], 145

[29], [30], the differential to single-ended conversion is often 146

performed exploiting the circuit topology depicted in Fig. 1. 147

In the following we will refer to the circuit in Fig. 1 as the 148

‘‘conventional inverter-based D2S’’ stage. 149

FIGURE 1. Conventional inverter-based D2S [29].

The conventional inverter-based D2S in Fig. 1 mimics the 150

behaviour of a pseudo-differential pair implemented by the 151
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FIGURE 2. Small-signal model of the generic inverter Ii .

inverters I1 and I1′ with a current mirror active load which is152

implemented by the inverters I2 and I2′ . In particular, since153

I2 has the input and output tight together, it behaves as a154

‘‘diode’’ connected device to mimic the input transistor of a155

current mirror.156

In order to gain insight into the behaviour of this D2S,157

we express its performance by modelling the generic inverter158

Ii as a transconductance amplifier whose parameters are159

described in Fig. 2.160

In Fig. 2 gmi denotes the overall transconductance gain161

given by both the PMOS and NMOS transistors which com-162

pose the inverter:163

gmi = gmni + gmpi (1)164

and the same notation is used for the output conductance gdsi165

and the parasitic capacitances Cgdi and Cgsi of MOS transis-166

tors as follows:167

gdsi = gdsni + gdspi (2)168

Cgdi = Cgdni + Cgdpi (3)169

Cgsi = Cgsni + Cgspi (4)170

Moreover, in the following, we denote with A0i the intrinsic171

voltage gain of the conventional inverter gmi/gdsi .172

A. FREQUENCY RESPONSE173

With the above assumptions, the voltage gain frequency174

response AvD2S (s) of the conventional inverter-based D2S in175

Fig. 1 can be expressed as follows:176

AvD2S (s) =
VO,D2S (s)

Vip(s)− Vim(s)
=

AvD2S0
1+ sτo

1+ sτ1/2
1+ sτ1

(5)177

where the dc gain AvD2S0 is:178

AvD2S0 =
gm1

gds1 + gds2
(6)179

and the time constants τo and τ1 are:180

τo =
CL,D2S + Cgd1 + Cgd2

gds2 + gds1
;181

τ1 =
Cgd2

gm2
gds1+gds2

+ 2Cgs2 + 2Cgd1

gds2 + gds1
(7)182

As can be observed in eq. (5) the ‘‘diode’’ connection of183

I2 results in a pole-zero doublet very similar to the one which184

appears in a traditional analog current mirror. Also in the185

inverter-based D2S, since the pole and the zero in eq. (5) are186

one octave distant to each other, their effect on the overall187

frequency response can be neglected.188

FIGURE 3. Conventional inverter-based current mirror.

B. ACCURACY OF THE CURRENT MIRROR 189

In order to estimate the current gain Iout/Iin of the current 190

mirror used in the conventional inverter-based D2S, we refer 191

to the circuit configuration shown in Fig. 3, where the input 192

current flowing into the ‘‘diode’’ connected inverter I2, is mir- 193

rored at the output of I2′ and flows trough ZL . 194

Referring to Fig. 3 the input-output transfer characteristic 195

of the current mirror made up of I2 and I ′2 for ZL = 0 can be 196

easily computed as: 197

Iout
Iin
=

1/gds2
1+ gm2/gds2

· gm2′
(8) 198

Eq. (8) clearly shows that the current gain of the conventional 199

inverter-based current mirror tends to unity if the two follow- 200

ing conditions are fulfilled: 201

• gm2/gds2 � 1; 202

• gm2 = gm2′
. 203

It is therefore evident that the conventional current mirror 204

exhibits a limited accuracy due to the relatively small value 205

of the intrinsic voltage gain of inverters in nanometer tech- 206

nologies. An additional effect that further limits the accuracy 207

of the conventional inverter-based current mirror is related 208

to the different static voltages across the two inverters I2 209

and I ′2 that strongly affect the ability to achieve the second 210

condition: gm2 = gm2′
. In fact, referring to Fig. 3, the output 211

of the inverter I ′2 in short circuit condition (i.e. ZL = 0) 212

is connected to the analog ground equal to VDD/2, whereas 213

the static voltage at the input node of the current mirror is 214

dependent on inverters’ sizes and is sensitive to mismatches. 215

This effect is similar to the one present in a traditional analog 216

current mirror when the drain source voltages of the input and 217

output transistors of the mirror are not well matched to each 218

other. 219

C. COMMON-MODE REJECTION 220

The common-mode rejection ratio CMRRof the conventional 221

inverter-based D2S can be easily computed as follows: 222

CMRR =
gm2

gds1 + gds2
(9) 223

From eq. (9) it is evident that the D2S in Fig. 1 exhibits a 224

limited CMRR, which in recent nanometer CMOS technolo- 225

gies is surely lower than 20dB even in typical conditions. 226

If transistor mismatches are taken into account, the CMRR 227

of this stage is further reduced to values which are often not 228

acceptable for high performance ULV OTAs. 229
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D. OFFSET IN UNITY GAIN CONFIGURATION230

In order to account for the effect of mismatches on the231

conventional inverter-based D2S configured as a unity gain232

buffer (i.e. Vo connected to Vm in Fig. 1), we model the233

generic inverter Ii as a transconductance amplifier whose out-234

put short-circuit current (offset current) can be described as235

a random variable with mean value µi and standard devia-236

tion σi. Moreover, we assume that when the input of the D2S237

in unity gain configuration is connected to the analog ground238

(AGND = VDD/2), the current offset can be described with a239

normal distribution with mean value 0 and σi 6= 0. The block240

scheme for computing the offset standard deviation σv of the241

conventional inverter-based D2S in unity gain configuration242

is reported in Fig. 4.243

FIGURE 4. Block scheme of the conventional inverter-based D2S for
computing the offset standard deviation σv .

According to the block scheme in Fig. 4, and noting that the244

unity gain configuration for the D2S results in a ‘‘diode’’ con-245

nection for the inverter I1′ , the output current offset (whose246

standard deviation is denoted as σI ) at the node where Vo247

is connected to Vm can be multiplied by the factor 1/gm1′
to248

compute the output voltage offset (whose standard deviation249

is denoted as σV ), obtaining:250

σ 2
v =

σ 2
1 + σ

2
2

g2m1′

g2m2
g2m2′

+
σ 2
2′ + σ

2
1′

g2m1′

(10)251

III. THE PROPOSED INVERTER-BASED D2S252

In this section we introduce a novel, inverter-based, D2S253

converter which exhibits much better CMRR and ICMR254

than the conventional one, and allows to implement high255

performance, ULV, standard-cell-based OTAs. The proposed256

improved inverter-based D2S converter is depicted in Fig. 5.257

The converter exhibits a symmetrical architecture and ismade258

up of inverters I1,2 and I ′1,2 which are identical to each other.259

The output of the inverter I1 is connected to the positive input260

terminal of an auxiliary differential amplifier AD, made up of261

four inverters I3,4 and I ′3,4 which are also assummed identical262

to each other. The output of the differential amplifier drives263

the input of the inverters I2 and I ′2, whereas a reference voltage264

(equal to AGND = VDD/2) is applied to the negative input265

terminal. The role of the auxiliary amplifier AD is to boost266

the CMRR of the conventional D2S converter described in the267

previous subsection. Indeed, with respect to the conventional268

D2S converter, the combination of I2 and AD alongside with269

I ′2 acts as an improved current mirror, which, due its higher270

accuracy, allows to improve the CMRR performance as will271

be better detailed in the following.272

FIGURE 5. Novel inverter-based D2S converter proposed in this work.

A. IMPROVED ACCURACY OF THE CURRENT MIRROR 273

In order to estimate the current gain Iout/Iin of the improved 274

current mirror used in the proposed inverter-based D2S, 275

we consider the circuit configuration depicted in Fig. 6, where 276

the input current flows into a ‘‘super-diode’’ device (imple- 277

mented through the combination of I2 and AD), is mirrored at 278

the output of I2′ and flows trough ZL . 279

FIGURE 6. Improved inverter-based current mirror exploited in the D2S
proposed in this work.

Referring to Fig. 6, the input-output transfer characteristic 280

of the improved current mirror can be written as: 281

Iout
Iin
=

AD
gds2

1+
gm2AD
gds2

· gm2′
(11) 282

where: 283

AD =
gm3

gds3 + gds4
(12) 284

In this case eq. (12) shows that the current gain of the pro- 285

posed improved inverter-based current mirror tends to unity 286

if the two following conditions are fulfilled: 287

• (gm2/gds2 ) · AD � 1; 288

• gm2 = gm2′
289

It is therefore evident that the proposed current mirror 290

exhibits an improved accuracy with respect to the conven- 291

tional one, due to the gain provided by the auxiliary differ- 292

ential amplifier. An additional important advantage of the 293

proposed improved current mirror which further improves 294

its accuracy with respect to the conventional inverter-based 295
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current mirror is related to the static voltages across the two296

inverters I2 and I ′2 that have a strong impact on the possibility297

to achieve the condition gm2 = gm2′
. In fact, referring to298

Fig. 6, the output of the inverter I ′2 in short circuit conditions299

(i. e. ZL = 0) is connected to AGND = VDD/2, whereas300

the static voltage at the input node of the current mirror is301

forced to AGND, due to the feedback loop provided by the302

auxiliary amplifier AD. In fact, the auxiliary amplifier AD303

has its negative input terminal Vim connected to an explicit304

reference voltage equal to Vref = AGND = VDD/2 which305

represents the reference voltage of the loop. Thanks to the306

action of the feedback loop the two inverters I2 and I ′2 imple-307

menting the current mirror operate with the same input and308

output voltages, thus maximizing the accuracy of the current309

mirroring. It is important to note that the feedback loop with310

an explicit reference voltage sets the output of I2 at AGND in311

spite of PVT variations and mismatches, thus greatly improv-312

ing the robustness of the proposed D2S with respect to the313

conventional one. According to the above considerations the314

proposed feedback loop enhances the precision of the current315

mirror, even for large variations of the input common-mode316

voltage. Indeed, when large common-mode variations occur,317

the intrinsic gain of the inverters starts to decrease and as a318

consequence the current mirror error starts to increase. How-319

ever, the proposed circuit results in a lower current mirror320

error due to the fact that also under large-signal conditions,321

it holds:322

gm2 · AD
gds2

� gm2/gds2 (13)323

Moreover, due to the benefits of the feedback, the bias point324

of I2 and I ′2 is steadier with respect to the conventional D2S325

converter, thus the open-loop gain denoted in eq. (13) remains326

greater under input common-mode variations as we will bet-327

ter show in the following.328

B. FREQUENCY RESPONSE329

Referring to the topology of the proposed improved D2S in330

Fig. 5, and using the same model parameters described in331

Fig. 2 and used in section II, the frequency response of the332

differential gain can be written as:333

AvD2S (s) =
AvD2S0
1+ sτo

1+ s τA2
1+ sτA

(14)334

where the dc gain AvD2S0 is:335

AvD2S0 =
gm1

go
(15)336

considering go = gds1 + gds2 , the time constants τA and τo337

are:338

τA =
CA

gm2AD
; τo =

Co
go

(16)339

where340

CA = Cgd2 + Cgd3
gm3

gm4

+ Cgs3;341

Co = CL,D2S + Cgd1 + Cgd2 (17)342

and 343

AD =
gm3

gds3 + gds4
(18) 344

As it can be observed form eq. (16), the feedback allows to 345

shift the pole-zero doublet to frequencies greater than the one 346

of conventional D2S (summarized in eq. (5)). Furthermore, 347

as done for eq. (5) we can neglect the effect of the pole-zero 348

doublet given by τA and simplify the frequency response as 349

follows: 350

AvD2S =
AvD2S0
1+ sτo

(19) 351

Thus, as a first order approximation the proposed D2S 352

exhibits the same frequency response of the conventional 353

one. 354

C. COMMON-MODE REJECTION 355

The CMRR of the improved D2S can be easily derived as: 356

CMRR =
gm2

gds1 + gds2
· AD (20) 357

Therefore, by comparing eq. (9) with eq. (20), it is evident 358

that the proposed D2S converter exhibits a CMRR which is 359

higher than the one of the conventional D2S of the factor 360

AD ≈
gm3

gds3+gds4
. 361

D. OFFSET IN UNITY GAIN CONFIGURATION 362

FIGURE 7. Block scheme of the proposed improved inverter-based D2S
for computing the offset standard deviation σv .

The block scheme for computing the offset standard devi- 363

ation σv of the proposed improved inverter-based D2S in 364

unity gain configuration is reported in Fig. 7. According to 365

the block scheme in Fig.7, and noting that the unity gain 366

configuration for the D2S results in a ‘‘diode’’ connection 367

for the inverter I1′ , the output current offset (whose standard 368

deviation is denoted as σI ) at the node where Vo is connected 369

to Vm can be multiplied by the factor 1
gm1′

to compute the 370

output voltage offset (whose standard deviation is denoted as 371

σV ), obtaining: 372

σ 2
VO,D2S

=
σ 2
1 + σ

2
2

g2m2
g2m2′

g2m1′

+
σ 2
AD

g2mAD
g2A

g2m2
g2m2′

g2m1′

+
σ 2
2′ + σ

2
1′

g2m1′

(21) 373

By comparing eq. (10) and eq. (21) it can be seen how 374

the proposed implementation significantly decrease the off- 375

set given by I2. However the offset of the differential auxil- 376

iary amplifier is added to the overall offset, thus resulting in 377

greater standard deviation with respect to conventional D2S 378

converter. Eq. (21) shows that there is a trade-off in designing 379
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FIGURE 8. Proposed ULV, standard-cell-based OTA.

inverters I3,4,3′,4′ ; in fact if these inverters are sized with the380

minimum area allowed by the standard-cell library the power381

consumption and area are minimized at the cost of increased382

offset standard deviation.383

IV. STANDARD-CELL-BASED ULV HIGH PERFORMANCE384

OTA EXPLOITING THE PROPOSED D2S385

As an application of the novel D2S converter analyzed in386

section III, we introduce a novel ULV, standard-cell-based387

OTA, whose gate level schematic is reported in Fig. 8. As it388

can be observed, beside the D2S converter, just an addtional389

inverter stage I5 is added as the second stage after the D2S.390

In the following we describe the performance behaviour of391

the proposed amplifier.392

A. FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE PROPOSED ULV OTA393

The differential gain of the proposed ULV, standard-cell-394

based OTA can be derived as:395

AvD (s) =
AvD2S0
1+ sτo1

A0
1+ sτL

(22)396

where397

τo1 =
CZ

gds1 + gds2
(23)398

τL =
CL
gds5

(24)399

and400

CZ = Cgd5 ·
gm5

gds5
+ Cgs5 + Cgd1 + Cgd2 (25)401

is the total capacitance at node Z in Fig. 8.402

Starting from eq. (22), the phase margin of the OTA can be403

derived as:404

mϕ = 180− arctan τo1 − arctan τL (26)405

According to the above equations, two design strategies to406

provide frequency compensation of the proposed OTA can407

be devised:408

1) to size the inverter I5 so that the value of its input409

capacitance Cin results in τo1 � τL for a given CLmax ;410

2) to size the inverter I5 in order to obatain τL � τo1 for411

a given CLmin .412

Since our goal is to design an OTA which is able to drive 413

both on-chip and off-chip capacitive loads, we set the value 414

of the minimum load capacitance CLmin to a value which 415

is integrable on-chip and we then size the inverter I5 so as 416

to attain the required phase margin for such minimum load 417

capacitance. 418

B. CMRR 419

Since the topology of the proposed OTA is derived by simply 420

adding the inverter I5 to the proposed D2S, the CMRR of 421

the OTA is the same obtained by the D2S converter and is 422

expressed by eq. (20). 423

C. LARGE-SIGNAL PERFORMANCE 424

The positive and negative slew rate (SR+ and SR− ) are set by 425

the output capacitance CL and the maximum output current 426

I5,max of the inverter I5 during the low-to-high and high-to- 427

low transitions respectively. An expression of SR+ and SR− 428

can be derived as follows: 429

SR+ =
Id0p
CL

exp
(
VDD − |Vthp |

npUt

)
430

SR− =
Id0n
CL

exp
(
VDD − Vthn

nnUt

)
(27) 431

Therefore the SR is set by the values of Vthn,p and Id0n,p in the 432

adopted CMOS technology. 433

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 434

Both the proposed D2S converter in Fig. 5 and the ULV 435

standard-cell-based OTA in Fig. 8 have been designed and 436

simulated within the Cadence environment by using the 437

standard-cell library of a commercial 130nm CMOS process 438

from STMicroelectronics. Referring to the D2S converter in 439

Fig. 5, the inverters I3,4,3′,4′ have been implemented with 440

the minimum sized standard-cell (IVx2), whereas inverters 441

I1,2,1′,2′ have been implemented with the IVx160 standard- 442

cells (i.e. with 80 times larger transistors). Then considering 443

the ULV standard-cell-based OTA in Fig. 8, I3,4,3′,4′ have 444

been implemented with IVx2, I1,2,1′,2′ with IVx160, and 445

I5 with the IVx20 standard-cell. Since our goal was to design 446

an OTA able to drive both on-chip and off-chip capacitive 447

loads, we have set the value of the minimum load capacitance 448

CLmin at 2 pF and sized the inverter I5 so as to attain a phase 449

margin greater than 52◦ for such loading condition. 450

A. SIMULATIONS OF THE PROPOSED IMPROVED 451

INVERTER-BASED D2S 452

In this subsection we compare the conventional inverter- 453

based D2S against the proposed improved inverter-based 454

D2S from a simulation perspective, where all the invert- 455

ers are taken from the same standard-cell library. The his- 456

togram of the common-mode rejection ratio CMRR for 457

both the conventional and the proposed D2S is reported 458

in Fig. 9 after 200 Monte Carlo mismatch simulations. 459

Fig. 9 shows that the CMRR of the proposed D2S exhibits 460

a larger standard deviation with respect to the conventional 461
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FIGURE 9. Common-mode rejection ratio CMRR of the proposed (red)
and conventional (blue) inverter-based D2S.

D2S. However it has to be pointed out that the improved D2S462

exhibits a much higher average value ofCMRR and therefore,463

if we set a specification for the minimum value of CMRR,464

such as for example |CMRR| > 20 dB, the proposed D2S465

allows to achieve a dramatically improved yield (in the range466

of 75%) with respect to the conventional one (which exhibits467

a yeld limited to about 15%).468

To further compare the performance of the conventional469

and the improved D2S converters we have evaluated the dif-470

ferential gain AvD , the common-mode gain AvC , the output471

offset voltage Offset and the power consumption PD in the472

five process corners. As it can be observed in Tab. 1, the473

crossed corners FS and SF significantly affect the output DC474

voltage of the conventional D2S, resulting in a relatively large475

offset. The performances of the improved D2S converter in476

the five process corners are summarized in Tab. 2. As it can477

be observed in Tab. 2, the Offset is lower than 1.29 mV also478

in crossed corners due to the action of the feedback loop479

which forces node A in Fig. 5 to AGND. If compared to480

the conventional D2S converter, the enhanced D2S converter481

exhibits a worst case offset voltage, which is about six times482

lower than the one of conventional D2S.483

TABLE 1. Performance of the conventional D2S VS corner variations.

TABLE 2. Performance of the improved D2S converter VS corner
variations.

Tab. 2 also confirms that the enhanced D2S converter pro-484

vides lower AvC and the higher CMRR across the different485

corners.486

B. SIMULATIONS OF THE PROPOSED ULV, 487

STANDARD-CELL-BASED OTA EXPLOITING THE IMPROVED 488

D2S 489

1) SIMULATIONS IN NOMINAL CONDITIONS 490

The frequency response of the differential gain (magni- 491

tude and phase) of the proposed standard-cell-based OTA is 492

depicted in Fig. 10, showing a differential gain of about 35 dB 493

with a phase marginmϕ u 60 deg . The simulated differential 494

gain results to be about equal to the gain of the D2S with a 495

cascaded inverter: AvD (0) ≈ A20/2 ≈ 35 dB, as expected from 496

the theoretical analysis in section III. The frequency response 497

of the common-mode gain of the proposed standard-cell- 498

based OTA is depicted in Fig. 11. Considering a differential 499

gain of about 35 dB, the CMRR at DC results to be about 500

27 dB, in very good agreement with the theoretical analysis 501

in section III. 502

FIGURE 10. Frequency response of the differential gain of the proposed
standard-cell-based OTA.

FIGURE 11. Common-mode gain of the proposed standard-cell-based
OTA.

The OTA has then been tested in closed-loop, non- 503

inverting, unity gain configuration and the frequency 504

response is reported depicted in Fig. 12. 505

The time domain response to a full-swing input pulse is 506

shown in Fig. 13, highlighting the rail-to-rail characteristics 507

due to the enhanced D2S. The total harmonic distortion vs 508

a sinusoidal waveform of frequency 1 MHz whose amplitude 509

varies around 10% and 100%of theVDD is reported in Fig. 14. 510
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FIGURE 12. Frequency response in unity gain configuration.

FIGURE 13. Transient response in unity gain configuration with a
rail-to-rail input signal.

FIGURE 14. Total Harmonic Distortion under different input signal
amplitudes.

To better assess the advantages provided by the proposed511

improved D2S also in terms of input common-mode range512

(ICMR) we have simulated the dc voltage transfer character-513

istic of the OTA with both the conventional and the proposed514

D2S and results are reported in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 reports the515

voltage gain (derivative of the dc voltage transfer charac-516

teristic) as a function of the input common-mode voltage,517

further highlighting how the proposed improved D2S allows518

to enlarge the ICMR and to greatly improve the accuracy519

of the OTA configured as a voltage buffer (i.e. closed-loop520

voltage much closer to the ideal value of 0 dB). As outlined521

in Sec. III-A, the proposed D2S enhances the input common-522

mode range, thanks to the local feedback provided at node A.523

As expected, when a small-signal stimulates the non inverting524

buffer, the conventional D2S and the proposed one are both525

valuable solutions, though the proposed one attains better526

accuracy. On the other hand, when large signals stimulate the527

non inverting buffer, the conventional D2S drastically reduces528

its accuracy and, with respect to the proposed one, results in529

FIGURE 15. Dc voltage transfer characteristic of the OTA with the
conventional (red), proposed (blue) and ideal (green) D2S.

FIGURE 16. Voltage gain in unity gain configuration vs. input signal
amplitude.

lower input common-mode range. This behaviour is due to 530

the fact that no reference voltage is provided in the conven- 531

tional D2S architecture and thus, under large common-mode 532

input signals, the diode-connected inverter (I2) works with 533

a static voltage which strongly differs from the one of I ′2, 534

thus the accuracy of the differential to single-ended con- 535

version is drastically reduced with respect to the proposed 536

D2S. On the other hand, in the proposed D2S, the local 537

feedback sets the node A at the reference voltage (Vref = 538

AGND), even for large commone-mode variations, and pro- 539

vides a better accuracy and a larger input common-mode 540

range. 541

2) SIMULATIONS IN THE DIFFERENT PVT CONDITIONS 542

The robustness of the architecture has been investigated with 543

respect to process, supply voltage and temperature (PVT) 544

variations and results of the analysis are summarized in 545

Tables 3-4. As it can be observed in Table 3, both the differ- 546

ential and the common-mode gains are stable with respect to 547

different corners, as well as the offset and the phase margin, 548
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TABLE 3. Performance of the proposed OTA in the different process
corners.

which results to be always greater than 58.63 [deg]. Other-549

wise, as expected, the power consumption results to be sen-550

sitive to process variations due to the fact that the current of551

each inverter is not controlled and depends on the threshold552

voltages Vthn,p of MOS transistors, which vary with process.553

Due to the fact that the quiescent current is not well defined,554

the transconductances gmi vary with the quiescent current555

and, as a consequense, the GBW results sensitive to process556

variations. Since slew rate performance depends on the max-557

imum current of the inverter I5 which, once again, depends558

on the threshold voltages Vthn,p according to eq. 27, the pos-559

itive and negative slew rates are also process dependent. The

TABLE 4. Performance of the proposed OTA in the different supply
voltage and temperature conditions.

560

proposed architecture has been tested also under voltage and561

temperature variations and it appears clear from results in562

Tab. 4, that both temperature and supply voltage variations,563

affecting the bias conditions of each inverter, have an impact564

on the GBW , the PD and the SRp,m. However, it has to be565

noted that the proposed D2S is able to work in all the different566

operating conditions. The output offset is always lower than567

2.3 mV and the differential gain, the common-mode gain and568

the phase margin are robust with respect to PVT variations.569

These results confirm that ULV standard-cell-based ampli-570

fiers, even if allow to minimize silicon area and are suitable571

for automatic place and route, exhibit more sensitivity to PVT572

variations with respect to ULV full-custom designed ampli-573

fiers. ULV full-custom designed amplifiers, especially the574

body-driven ones, on the other hand exhibit heavy drawbacks575

in terms of area footprint, design time and effort for the layout576

step.577

TABLE 5. Performance of the proposed OTA under mismatch variations.

TABLE 6. Main performance parameters of the proposed OTA for
different VDD values.

3) MISMATCH MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS 578

The proposed amplifier has been tested under mismatch vari- 579

ations and results of the analysis are reported in Tab. 5. As it 580

can be observed, the common-mode gain shows a certain sen- 581

sitivity to mismatch variations due to the fact that matching 582

between gm2 and gm2′
strongly affects the overall CMRR (see 583

eq. (8)). However, as outlined in Fig. 9, both the mean value 584

and the standard deviation result greater than the one showed 585

by the conventional D2S, and this allows to attain better 586

CMRRwith a greater yield if compared with the conventional 587

D2S. 588

In addition, as outlined from Tab. 5, the GBW, the phase 589

margin, the PD and also the SRp,m result in very good agree- 590

ment with typical simulations. The offset, which is one of 591

the main drawbacks of fully synthesizable OTAs results to 592

be in line with literature [3], [7], [30], [32] and, if compared 593

with the same OTA which exploits the conventional D2S 594

appears to be comparable, in spite of having adopted mini- 595

mum sized standard cells for the error amplifier AD. Indeed, 596

under mismatch variations, the same architecture with con- 597

ventional D2S shows an offset whose mean value is com- 598

parable with the one presented in Tab. 5, but the standard 599

deviation results slightly higher (9.81 mV) than the one of 600

the proposed (8.91 mV). This result is not obvious, since 601

as outlined in Section III-D a further mismatch contribution 602

was added. However, the effect of the negative feedback is 603

to impose the reference voltage to the internal node A of the 604

OTA, thus under mismatch variations the internal nodes of the 605

OTA result to be better biased than the one in which the con- 606

ventional D2S is exploited. Moreover, when the non inverting 607

buffer is closed, the contribution of σAD to the σVO,D2S can be 608

neglected, since is attenuated by the overall AVD gain. 609
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TABLE 7. Comparison table.

C. SCALABLE PERFORMANCE UNDER SUPPLY VOLTAGE610

VARIATIONS611

In order to investigate the possibility of scaling the perfor-612

mance with the supply voltage, the proposed OTA has been613

simulated also under different supply voltages ranging from614

0.2V to 1V. Main performance parameters for the different615

VDD values are reported in Tab. 6. It has to be remarked that,616

as expected, the small signal and large signal performances617

improve with higher VDD, with a corresponding increase of618

the power consumption. An important feature of the proposed619

OTA which is evident from Tab. 6 is that, even if the load620

capacitance is left unchanged at 2pF for all the simulated621

supply voltage values, the phase margin of the OTA remains622

almost constant. This is due to the fact that the poles ratio is623

given by:624

τL

τo1
=
CL
CZ

gds5
gds1 + gds2

(28)625

Since bothCZ and the ratio gds5/(gds1+gds2 ) are very weakly626

dependent on the supply voltage, the poles ratio remains unal-627

tered under differentVDD values and the phasemargin doesn’t628

change significantly according to eq. (26).629

D. AUTOMATED LAYOUT FLOW630

The schematic of the OTA in Fig. 8 has been described in631

structural Verilog language by instantiating the x2 and x160632

inverters taken from the standard-cell library and the obtained633

Verilog netlist is reported in the APPENDIX. The Verilog634

netlist has been imported in the Cadence Innovus environ-635

ment, together with all the technology files needed in the636

conventional place and route flow usually adopted for digital637

circuits. A conventional place and route flow (without timing638

constraints) including design import, floorplanning, place,639

and routing has then been carried out exploiting the same640

scripts conventionally adopted to implement digital circuits641

as in [29]. The automatically generated layout is depicted in642

FIGURE 17. Layout of the proposed standard-cell OTA generated by the
place and route tool.

Fig. 17 and has resulted in an Area consumption of about 643

217.86 µm2 (Width=22.15 µm, Length=9.84 µm). 644

VI. COMPARISON 645

The proposed OTA exploiting the improved D2S has been 646

compared with other ULV high performance OTAs from the 647

literature. The small-signal and large-signal figures of merit 648

(FOMS and FOML) are the most common metrics exploited 649

to compare OTAs. However, these metrics do not take into 650

account the Area contribution of the OTA, so in [28] the area- 651

normalized FOMS,A and FOML,A have been proposed. These 652

two FOMs are defined as follows: 653

FOMS,A =
GBW · CL
PD · Area

; FOML,A =
SRavg · CL
PD · Area

(29) 654

The performance of the most performant ULV OTAs (i.e. 655

operating down to 0.3V of supply voltage) with respect to 656

Area-normalized FOMs have been depicted in Tab. 7. As it 657

can be observed, just [11] results in lower area footprint and 658

higher FOMS,A, FOML,A. It has to be noted that also the DIG- 659

ITAL OTA, presented in [2] results in low area-consumption 660

and good trade-off between performance and area consump- 661

tion. Moreover, among the full custom OTAs, despite its high 662
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area usage (about 25 times greater than the one proposed),663

also [32] shows very good values of the area normalized664

FOMs.665

VII. CONCLUSION666

In this paper we have proposed a novel topology of inverter-667

based D2S converter based on an auxiliary standard-cell-668

based local feedback loop which allows to improve the accu-669

racy of the current mirror performing the differential to670

single-ended conversion. Simulation results have shown that671

the proposedD2S, compared to the conventional one, exhibits672

higher CMRR, improved ICMR and better robustness with673

respect to PVT variations. An ULV standard-cell-based OTA674

which exploits the proposed D2S has also been presented,675

showing excellent performance in terms of both area usage676

and performance figures of merit. Mismatch Monte Carlo677

simulations performed on the proposed ULV OTA have678

demonstrated good performance of the OTA under mismatch679

variations in spite of the adoption of minimum sized inverters680

for the AD block. This confirms the effectiveness of the pro-681

posed approach which, at a very low cost (in the range of 2%)682

in terms of increased area and power consumption, results in683

greatly improved CMRR, ICMR and robustness.684

APPENDIX685

The netlist of the architecture depicted in Fig. 8 is as follow:686
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